Inherited susceptibility to CLL.
Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) is the most common lymphoid malignancy in Western countries, accounting for around a quarter of all leukaemias. Despite a strong familial basis to CLL, with risks in first-degree relatives of CLL cases being increased around sevenfold, the inherited genetic basis of CLL is currently largely unknown. The failure of genetic studies of CLL families to provide support for a major disease-causing locus has suggested a model of susceptibility based on the co-inheritance of multiple low-risk variants, some of which will be common. Recent genome-wide association studies of CLL have vindicated this model of inherited susceptibility to CLL, identifying common variants at multiple independent loci influencing risk. Here we review the evidence for inherited genetic predisposition to CLL and what the currently identified risk loci are telling us about the biology of CLL development.